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Projekt-Project

• Projected Interventions into Memory Sites

• PaR:
– Artistic Research – diasporic dialogue

– Pedagogic Research- intercultural awareness

– Reflections: Interweaving? 



PROJEKT-Project 

Digital Interventions into memory sites



Berlin Wall Memorial on Bernauer Strasse



Ingredients

• PICO –projector
• Portable Image – Reception Conditions
• Realignment of subjective relations to 

Electronic image
• Site & Screen
• History/Memory -Trauma



Origins

• Artistic Research - Palka Diaries Project
• www.palkadiaries.com

• Subjective immersion in real time quasi digital 
reality – unified experiential field

• Diasporic dialogue

http://www.palkadiaries.com/








• Irrational subjective relation through image 
interventions and digital overlays of reality

• Implosion of the experience of:
– Time
– Place
– Space
– Materiality/Immateriality



More than oral or written 
narratives, photographic images 
that survive massive devastation 
and outlive their subjects and 
owners, function as ghostly 
revenants from an irretrievably lost 
past world. They enable us, in the 
present, not only to see and touch
that past, but also to reanimate it by 
undoing the finality of the 
photographic “take”.

(Hirsch 2012: 36)



• Image Projections grant access to the past and 
reanimate the dead.

• Filmic Images Phantasmagoria (Knapstein)

• Portraits as Revenants-Emergences -Emanations

• Permeability/Porousness of Screen

• Projection - Invasion/Interrogations  of  Space with 
image and light (Weibel)

• Suggestion of invisible depths – of SCREEN/SITE



Technology – Memory spaces

• How do these personal technological 
interventions into memory relate to the wider 
contemporary context of remembrance

• Subjective positioning – (De Simine) –
technologically induced 
empathy/identification



Pedagogy

• …and how can they be deployed in a digital 
pedagogy of the past…..of “others.”

• Projekt-Project – Noble & Palka
• Deepen Intercultural understanding 
• UK field trips – Berlin’s history



















Hunch - Feedback

The projectors enhanced the trip in a 
really creative way... they… I can’t 
explain…. I went back through the site we 
projected in the next day and I felt like I 
was part of the site, a part of the history 
of the site . I was really proud that people 
had seen us doing the presentations 
there and had probably talked about us 
and what we were doing. It felt like a 
performance there that mattered... 



STUDENT FEEDBACK

Question:
• “How did the use of the Pico projectors affect the trip?”

19 initial responses emphasising:
• Enhanced quality of student attention
• Emotional intensity
• Sense of authenticity and identification with sites and historic 

events
• Sense of being “animateurs” of the street scene 
• Sense of purpose
• Novelty stimulating



Interweaving? 

• Relations between phenomena….

• Permeable space/time/materiality of image fields? 
• Subject position in memory – a dreaming self?
• Fluid dynamics? Film edit? Dissolve?Montage/flash-back?
• Textual layers?
• Palimpsest?– (Huyssens/Urrichio)

• A frame which accommodates coexistence continuities/ 
disjunctions/layers?



Berlin as palimpsest, a disparate city-text that is being rewritten 
while earlier texts are preserved, traces restored, erasures 
documented - all of this producing a complex web of historical 
markers that point to the continuing heterogeneous life of a vital 
city ambivalent about both its built past and its urban future” The 
citational mode that I identify as a crucial strategy of Berlin’s 
architecture operates within this palimpsest structure, whose 
juxtaposition of “voids, illegibilities, and era- sures” as well as 
“richness of traces and memories” Huyssen considers a unique 
feature of the German capital.”

(Goebel, R., (2003) Berlin’s Architectural Citations: Reconstruction, 
Simulation, and the Problem of Historical Authenticity, New York: 
PMLA



Material constellations of time, cities testify
to their pasts and the endless process of their
modification, their overwriting and their
neglect. The spaces we traverse are loaded with
signification, silent witnesses to the unfolding of
the past and active triggers for the associations
and experiences of countless other subjects in
our present.



an encyclopedic array of data is at the user's disposal,
allowing the flaneur-spectator to connect information and
both activate and create memories. Performance, in this
scenario, entails much more than simply walking through
place (in De Certeau's sense); it turns on the continual
creation of space through the accessing and activation of
data.

It simultaneously historicizes, narrativizes and personalizes
the encounters between the subject and the city, generating
a rich experience from the structure of associations.

URICCHIO: W. A PALIMPSEST OF PLACE AND PAST
PERFORMANCE RESEARCH 17·3; ON TECHNOLOGY & MEMORY 2012



Conclusion?

Post Modern to Digi-Modern Screen (Kirby)



SITE as SCREEN 

• Post Modern Screen 
• Surface
• Depthlessness and value equivalence of 

“Jamesons “ “glossy skin, a stereoscopic 
illusion, a rush of filmic images without 
destiny”.

• In zone of representation/hyperreal
• Stunned, solipsistic non subject.



Digi Modern -Site as Screen

• Psychologised depth version of screen 

• Earnest and anchored in real

• Presence of thinking/feeling unitary subject-
negotiating moment by moment shifting 
coalesence and potential recalibrations of 
meaning in digitally infused environment.



The Final Instance (Zur letzten Instanz)

Food for Thought…


